
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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Gary Hull hangs his Brewster profile model on the propeller during slow flight. Judge Mike

Potter is watching closely to be sure he stays within the limits set by the rules. Perry photo.



Well, we are back at our AMA Muncie,

Indiana, site and beginning preparations for

the 2010 Control Line Precision Aerobatics

Championships (CLPA). We will be

missing the skills of our F2B FAI team

members; David Fitzgerald is traveling as

our current World Champion, thus Orestes

Hernandez, Bill Rich, and Derek Barry will

be our Senior members, while Ryan

Young is our Junior pilot. 

They leave for Hungary around July

20 and arrive in Budapest on the 21st.

The actual competition starts on the

26th of July and ends on the 31st. We

wish them the very best in their

journeys, and for their best results at the

World Championships.

Some rain greeted early arrival pilots

during the day and evening on Thursday,

July 8. This down time allowed me to

get some rest from the drive and collect

my thoughts for the week’s competition.

I connected with Michael Ramsey, Jay

Smith, and Liz Helms on my first stop in

Muncie and cranked out my camera and

hit the circles on Friday, July 9. 

Not many entrants had arrived, so I

meandered over to RC and CL Scale. I

observed the static judging and caught

some early CL flying close to the site.

Found John Wright helping Rex Abbott

getting prepared for the Beginner’s event

on the coming Monday. Rex is flying his

Miss Sarah as kitted by Eric Rule of RSM.

Rex was intently listening to John and

steadily improving his flights.

I found a father and daughter team

enjoying some practice flying with their

smaller 1/2A models just off the Scale

static judging site. Melinda Alberty was

launching for her father Thomas. Their

main goal was CL Scale but took the

opportunity to practice Scale- and Stunt-

type maneuvers with a less costly model. 

Several of us moved from the Scale

static judging to put in some flights on the

“L” pad for the rest of the afternoon. The

first group to form was Stan Powell and

Gene Martine, soon to be joined by Dave

Trible of the Kansas City, Missouri, area. I

joined with Frank McMillan of Austin,

Texas, and Bob Whitney of Florida for

some practice time during some moderately

windy weather.  

Monday, July 12, will open the CLPA

Championships with two unofficial events

and the Appearance Points at the Oneighty

Building hosted by Allen Goff’s church.

Bob Brookins and his crew are running the

Intermediate event, which is sponsored by

Brodak Manufacturing. His workers will

run two circle eliminations, with a ten-pilot

final later on in day. Allen Brickhaus with

his workers from the Peoria Wyreflyers,

New Albany Skyliners, Paducah Aero

Modelers, Treetown Modelaires and the

Chicago Circle Cutters will run the

Beginner event. Both classes will begin

around 8:00am.

These two classes allow a less-trained

CL pilot to learn the pattern and get in

some competition time against other pilots

of their own skill level. Many Beginner

winners have gone on to fly upper CLPA

classes to include Expert on the local

contest circuit and Open at the AMA Nats. 

The Beginner Event is divided into two

age groups. Younger pilots come from the

AMA Junior- and Senior-aged kids. The

Open Beginner fliers are kept separate with

both classes having their own Perpetual

Traveling Trophy and an equal number of

framed certificates and prizes to choose

from after the Award Ceremony. Both

events will be held on the nine grass circles

(600’ X 600’) just northwest of the “L”

pad.
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CL Aerobatics: Preview

Melinda Alberty of Kalamazoo, Michigan,
is launching for her father Thomas. Simple
and small CL models often offer cheap
practice planes for larger scale planes.
Allen Brickhaus photo.

The moment of launch is an exciting one as Bob Whitney releases Frank McMillan’s

Big Job on the “L” pad. Brickhaus photo.



Thomas Alberty
works on

wingovers and
loops in

preparation for
CL Scale by

using a 1/2A
model to

resemble the
twitchy flights of
some more scale

aircraft.
Brickhaus photo.

During the afternoon of the 12th, all

the Advanced and Open pilots will

present their clean and spit-polished

models for the Appearance Points

assessment held at the Oneighty

Building on North Broadway Avenue,

north of McGalliard on the northeast

side of Muncie. Travel north on N.

Broadway and look off to your right

after about seven or eight blocks for the

Oneighty Building. All models must be

at the processing center by 2:30 p.m. If

you want to see about 80 gorgeous

models at one time, make your way to

the Oneighty Building.

Tuesday morning, July 13, Old Time

Stunt and Classic Stunt pilots will vie

for their respective class championships

on the same nine grass circles. Look for

this very pretty collection of Old Time

Stunt models which are dated prior to

the end of 1952. The Classic models

are those designed, built, flown and

published prior to the end of 1969. If

you have fond memories of those very

slick Stunt machines gleaned from the

’50s and ’60s model magazines, you

deserve to spend some time at the grass

circles during these two events.

Wednesday will begin the two days

of qualifying flights of the Advanced

and Open CL Stunt pilots. Each will

have three opportunities on each day

for two official flight scores. Their best

score from Wednesday and Thursday

will be added to determine who will go

on to Top Twenty Day on Friday, July

16. The best Advanced fliers will

decide their champion on Friday, while

the Open pilots will determine who will

go on to the Open Finals on Saturday

morning.

Saturday morning will begin with

three events. The Junior, Senior, and

Open pilots will determine their

respective champions and then those

three will fly for the Walker Cup.

During Walker Cup competition,

according to established rules, the three

will give up all their appearance points,

and the championship will become a

true piloting skill event. 

The Walker Cup recipient and the

attending other champions will have

their Kodak moments in front of the

attending throng and the competition

will end with a banquet that evening. 

—Allen Brickhaus
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Stan Powell of
South Carolina is
pleased with his
Paul Walker
Impact. His well-
trimmed bird is
executing the
Precision Aerobatic
pattern very well.
Brickhaus photo.

Gene Martine of
Florida brings

his Randy Smith
SV-11 and PA

65 for power to
the 2010 AMA

Nats. His
camera captures

the pilots and
models of each

summer’s events
in CL. Brickhaus

photo.



It takes several times to capture this shot, but I finally
got Frank McMillan and his OTS Big Job in a correct
height level flight maneuver. Brickhaus photo.
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Stan Powell is caught without his Impact. He
and the model are virtually one during
practice sessions. His practice partner at this
time is Dave Trible. Brickhaus photo.

Bob Whitney of Florida is holding for Frank
McMillan of San Antonio, Texas, as Frank is
readying his Old Time Stunt Big Job as
published by Charlie Reeves. Brickhaus photo.

Your Nats News columnist, Allen Brickhaus, is
shown in a flight with his current Louis van den
Hout Olympus. This shot taken by Will Hubin at
the 2009 VSC. Allen is pleased to return as
your purveyor of information for the week.
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CL Navy carrier

The Control Line Navy Carrier event offers some of the

greatest variety among all of the CL events. In addition to the

unique prop-hanging style of the modern Carrier event,

spectators will see a variety of models, representing full-scale

carrier-based aircraft, and the only precision landing requirement

in any of the CL disciplines. 

Carrier models fly from a small simulated aircraft carrier that

is only 44 feet long. Takeoffs must be made from the front 24

feet of the deck with the aft 20 feet reserved for landings. The

models have arresting hooks that allow them to stop on the short

deck, just like full-scale carrier-based aircraft.

Navy Carrier scoring requires both good, high-speed

performance and the ability to fly very slowly. The flight starts

with a standing-start half-mile drag race off the carrier deck.

Then the contestant slows the model as much as possible—

including hanging the model on the propeller—with the flight

score composed of both high speed and the ratio of high speed

to low. The flight ends with an arrested landing on the deck,

which is also scored, with points deducted for each unsuccessful

landing attempt.

With the models needing a combination of both high speed

and slow flight capabilities, the search for suitable full-scale

aircraft to model is something that many Carrier modelers find

the most interesting part of the event. You will see models of

aircraft from many nations and periods from the very beginnings

of U.S. aircraft carrier operations in 1923 through the rapid

development of new aircraft for World War II and beyond. 

There are some aircraft that can only be seen today on a

model carrier deck since all of the original full-size prototypes

have been gone for decades. Some served for only a few years

before they became obsolete. Others existed only as a very few

experimental examples that were not produced.

This year’s flying includes the Profile events on Tuesday with

simpler models. Wednesday’s flying is for the full-fuselage

Scale classes with larger, higher-performance engines. The

greatest variety of models and flying will occur on Thursday

with unofficial events including events for the smallest engines

and both the oldest and newest forms of Navy Carrier flying. 

The Nostalgia Carrier events on Thursday are for models

designed more than 30 years ago. The latest development in CL

Navy Carrier flying is electric power, and those models will be

flying on Thursday, as well.

We are expecting some first-time Nationals Navy Carrier

contestants this year as well as some new models. It should be a

great week of Navy Carrier competition!

—Dick Perry

Nearly everyone recognizes the
characteristic bent wing of the

Vought Corsair. This one is
electric powered and was entered

by Pete Mazur, Sugar Grove,
Illinois, in the 2009 Nationals.

Perry photo.

CL Navy carrier

Many nations and periods are represented among
the CL Navy Carrier models. Here we see aircraft
from the United States, Germany (yes, Germany had
an aircraft carrier in World Was II!), Great Britton,
and Australia flow in last years Profile Carrier
competition. Perry photo.

Perry photo.

Perry photo.
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Everett Shoemaker hangs his Fairey
Fulmar on the propeller during slow
flight. Judge Bill Calkins is watching
closely to be sure he stays within the
limits set by the rules. Perry photo.

The oldest aircraft you are likely to see in the
Carrier events is the Glenn Martin MO-1 which

flew from the U.S. Navy’s first aircraft carrier,
the U.S.S. Langley in the 1920s.  This example
belongs to Burt Brokaw from Tucson, Arizona.

Perry photo.

Flightline. Perry photo.

Bill Calkins hangs his de Havilland Sea Vampire
profile models during slow flight. Judge Ted
Kraver is watching closely to be sure he stays
within the limits set by the rules. Perry photo.

Navy Carrier flying can be a family affair. Everett
Shoemaker, New Bern, North Carolina, starts his model

of the British Fairey Fulmar with assistance from his
wife, Jo. Jo also flies the event. Perry photo.
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The Grumman AF2 Guardian has
been a popular model in the Navy
Carrier events for decades. This is
Art Johnson’s model during slow

flight. Perry photo.

Paul Kegel’s Class I Douglas AD
Skyraider is off on another

mission. Perry photo.

There are even twins in Navy
Carrier competition. This Grumman
F7F Tigercat was entered by Ted
Kraver in the diminutive .15
Carrier event at the 2008
Nationals. Perry photo.

Perry photo.

Perry photo.

Perry photo.

Perry photo.



Don Grissom photos.

It is that time of

year again when streams and

planes start flying and in some

cases crashing. We once again

have RC Combat at the Nationals

where some of the best in the

country come to see who the best

Dog Fighter is. It is also the time

where the one question will be

answered: will someone besides a

Gilkey win the event? We will find

out starting Monday, July 12, 2010,

when we start with the two official

classes of Combat.

The first two days will consist of

SSC and Open B Combat, after that

we will have two days of 2548

Scale and Limited B Combat. We

will start Monday with SSC

Combat which is Slow and

Survivable Combat.

SSC uses .15 cu. engines with a

8x3 Master Airscrew prop. There is a

RPM Limit of 17,500 which keeps the

speed down to around 50 mph. This helps keep

down the damage that may happen in the air. The problem is

that there is still the ground that gets in the way.

SSC is one of the most-flown events in the country with

more than 80% of the pilots flying this event during the year.

One of the nice features with this class is that because of all

the restrictions, this is one of the more affordable classes to

fly.

The other event that will be flown later in the day is Open

B. This class uses engines up to .30 cu and any prop that you

want 

to use.

You will see that most pilots have modified engines using a

muffler called a Moose Can. This increases the RPM which

allows the planes to fly even faster.

You will find that streamers tend to be removed in the first

minute of combat, so it is important to get cuts as fast as

possible. With speed also means more damage on planes

which makes for some really big crashes. 

This year you will see a few new designs that are being

used but there are still a lot of the same planes being flown.

Battle Axes, Avengers, and Flying Wings will

normally make up the bulk of the planes, but

there are a few good new designs. Chris

Gunter from Knoxville, Tennessee, will

be flying a design that he came up

with that really worked out well a few

weeks ago at the Jackson, Tennessee,

contest where he came in first place. 

This was also just his third contest,

which makes him one to look out for.

William Drumm will also be flying a

design of his own that has made him

one of the top pilots that could knock

the Gilkeys off the top. 

We should be getting started early

and hopefully there will be little rain

in the forecast this year. Hope to see

everyone at the field.  

—Don Grissom

cl combatCL combat
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Grissom photos.



CL Scale wrap-upCL Scale Wrap-up
The weather for second flying day

was as good as the first except for a

shifting wind in the last hour.

Several competitors learned that

one ounce of tip weight is too small

for slow/high flight. Most flights

went off like clockwork with

consistent engine starts and well-

practiced maneuvers. 

The first-place winners were

throttle only, winning on static

judging and skilled flying. The few

multifunction aircraft with retracts,

bomb drops, or flaps were back in

the pack or failed to finish (yours

truly). With a great turnout, new

faces, and a well-run contest by the

tireless judges, score keepers, and

leadership we look forward to next

year.

—Ted Kraver
Photos by Ted Kraver.

Right: Our scoring staff was lead by
Shirley Sheeks with Carole Schneider

and Elise Abel. 

Eagle-eyed flight judges David Abel and Steve Couch.
Event Director Jack Sheeks ran a smooth operation including the
prize drawing.
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Left: Awards were
handed out by
Shirley Sheeks with
Frank Beatty
winning Designer
Scale with a
Hawker Fury.
Frank also had the
highest static score
of 90.3 with his
Stearman 4EM in
Sport Scale.

Opps-counting flight judges Clancy Arnold and Richard
Schneider. 

At lunch break, the hot weather and intense flying has
affected the Bauer brothers.

Above: Biplane aficionado Alan Goff won both Fun Scale with
his PT17 and Sport Scale with WACO and high flight score of
95.8. Jack is wondering if there may be a little too much
hugging going on. 

Right: Chris Brownhill combined both high flight and static scores
with his Hampton to nail Profile Scale by 15 points over second. 
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Far right:
Aaron Bauer

with is twin
engineTA154

also had the
highest flight and
static scores to win

Jr-Sr Profile Scale.

Right: John Wright
had the highest
flight score in

Profile of 95.8
and took second

with his very
old and
reliable

Corsair FG1.

Mindy Alberty had high static and consistent flight scores to win
Jr-Sr Sport Scale by 14 points with her shiny PT21.

Left: John Brodak persevered with his smooth-flying Shoestring for a
string of four 90+ flight scores to win the Grand National
Champion Award. This trophy is awarded to the contestant who
has the highest sum of static and all four flight scores.

Left: Ed Mason was a
unanimous Judges’
Choice for the Flight
Achievement Award
with his outstand
performance with B-
17s Fuddy Duddy
and Miss Angela by
starting and keeping
four O.S. 25 FXs
burning and turning
for eight flights. 

At end of day, the last contestants are loading up. Moments later the CL
Racing teams had captured the airfield and little bitty planes were
buzzing around as the rest of Control Line week began. 
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.

Contestant Plane

524 Designer Scale Static Flight Flight Score Place
Bauer, Charles J3 Cub 78.3 61.25 108.9 2

Beatty, Frank Hawker Fury 84.7 34.5 37.5 120.7 1

521 Profile Scale Static Flight Flight Score Place
Bauer, Charles Connie 81.8 76.3 81.3 160.5 3

Jensen, Jeff T34 Mentor 66.5 67.0 51.0 125.5 8

Whitney, Robert Pond Racer 83.5 53.5 56.4 138.5 7

Brownhill, Chris Hampden 88.8 92.3 92.8 181.3 1

Byron, Richard KI83 85.8 66.0 118.8 9

Crespo, Harry Yak9U 84.0 76.3 71.0 157.6 4

Kraver, Ted GAL 38 Fleet Shadower

Avera, William P-51 Mustang 72.5 76.3 83.0 152.1 5

Wright, John Corsair FG1 72.0 95.8 93.3 166.5 2

Hitchcock, Jeffrey P39 73.5 62.8 72.0 140.9 6

521 Profile Jr-Sr Scale Static Flight Flight Score Place
Bauer, Aaron TA154 78.3 91.3 89.0 168.4 1

Alberty, Mindy P40 63.0 84.3 78.3 144.5 2

Bauer, Jason A26 75.5 att 83.3 117.1 3

509 Sport Scale Static Flight Flight Score Place
Bauer, Charles Islander 66.3 89.8 90.8 156.6 6

Alberty, Thomas AiraCobra 69.7 79.0 74.5 146.5 7

Bauer, Peter Skyraider 78.0 85.8 89.3 165.5 3

Beatty, Frank Stearman 4EM 90.3 65.1 121.1 9

Mason, Edward Miss Angela  B17 75.7 86.4 83.5 160.7 4

Brodak, John Shoestring 75.0 93.5 94.0 168.8 2

Goff, Allen Waco 86.3 90.8 95.8 179.6 1

Wright, John Cessna195 66.7 97.8 87.5 159.3 5

Hitchcock, Jeffrey P40 78.2 58.8 71.5 143.3 8

509 Sport ScaleJr-SR Static Flight Flight Score Place
Bauer, Jason A26 57.7 72.5 36.0 112.0 3

Alberty, Melinda PT21 67.7 69.5 74.0 139.4 1

Bauer, Aaron Buster 50.8 74.5 75.5 125.8 2

526 Fun Scale Static Flight Flight Score Place
Klepsic, Pete B25 8.6 87.0 95.6 2

Alberty, Thomas Tigercat 4.9 71.3 76.1 9

Jensen, Jeff P39 AirCobra 6.8 31.5 38.3 11

Mason, Edward Fuddy Duddy, B17 9.8 82.8 92.5 4

Brownhill, Chris Fairchild Cornell P19 6.8 86.8 93.6 3

Crespo, Harry Bearcat F8F2 6.9 84.5 91.4 5

Goff, Allen PT17 9.7 93.0 102.7 1

Kraver, Ted OV10A Bronco 7.3 40.8 48.0 10

Hitchcock, Jeffrey P63 6.6 84.0 90.6 6

Pardue, Bob Art Chester Jeep 3.6 66.5 75.5 8

Rist, John Xtra300S 7.4 82.0 89.4 7
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EXPERT SPORT SCALE
1 LARRY FOLK 186.25 PICKERINGTON OH
2 FRANK A ALVAREZ 181.625 EAST GREENBUSH NY
3 ALBERT KRETZ 180.75 TONEY AL
4 MICHAEL A BARBEE 188.625 DELAWARE OH
5 JEFFREY K PIKE 134.75 BATON ROUGE LA
6 OLEN F RUTHERFORD 182.875 PARIS AR
7 ROBERT BUSH 188.125 DAYTON OH
8 DAVID PINEGAR 192.25 RIDGELAND SC

RC Fun Scale
1 LARRY FOLK 94.5 PICKERINGTON OH
2 CHRISTOPHER J HASS 99.5 ROCHESTER HILLS MI
3 WAYNE W SIEWERT 87.13 MINNEAPOLIS MN
4 DALE ARVIN 61.63 JEFFERSONVILLE IN
5 ROBERT J ARVIN 99.13 PALMYRA IN
6 MICHAEL C WARTMAN 95 JOHNSON CITY TN
7 CHARLES R SNYDER 71.88 CINCINNATI OH
8 SCOTT P MILLER 92.88 BROCKPORT NY
9 MICHAEL A BARBEE 97.63 DELAWARE OH

10 JEFFREY K PIKE 92.75 BATON ROUGE LA
11 EARL E DEVER 96.13 NEW ALBANY IN
12 RONALD L HEMPHILL 92.25 BUTLER PA
13 DAVID PINEGAR 99.13 RIDGELAND SC
14 CHARLES GRAY 85.13 TERRE HAUTE IN
15 DUWAYNE A LINDSEY 88.13 W TERRE HAUTE IN
16 M T POOLE 89.38 WEIRTON WV
17 DENNIS D CROOKS 99.13 ROCKVILLE IN
18 STEVEN T ORT 95.25 SEYMOUR IN
19 PETER G GOLDSMITH 100 MONTICELLO IL
20 DANNY J CRAIG 99.5 ROCHESTER MI
21 JOSEPH M HASS 92.88 ROCHESTER HILLS MI
22 ZACH D SPYCHALLA 100.75 WATERTOWN WI
23 LEO T SPYCHALLA 97.88 WATERTOWN WI
24 JASON A DANHAKL 99.38 MAHOMET IL
25 CHRISTOPHER M SYDOR 96 CHAMPAIGN IL
26 JAMES P WIGGIN 81.75 MAHOMET IL

RC TEAM SCALE
CHRISTOPHER J HASS 175.375 ROCHESTER HILLS MI
DALE ARVIN 184.25 JEFFERSONVILLE IN
BART D SEMERARO 184.625 MAHOMET IL
DAVID D JOHNSON 185.5 CHAMPAIGN IL
DAVID PINEGAR 183.125 RIDGELAND SC

RC SPORTSMAN SCALE
1 MICHAEL C WARTMAN 176.625 JOHNSON CITY TN
2 CHARLES R SNYDER 118.75 CINCINNATI OH
3 JOHN P BOYKO 189.5 FRANKLIN OH
4 DAVE A ASMAN 174.625 STERLING HEIGHTS MI
5 STEVEN R EAGLE 175.625 WABASH IN

RC Fun Scale/Novice
JOSEPH E KUTCHER 80.13 ARLINGTON TX

RC DESIGNER
1 HAROLD PARENTI 182.375 WESTCHESTER IL
2 GARY H PARENTI 164.625 WESTCHESTER IL
3 DAVID D JOHNSON 168 CHAMPAIGN IL
4 ROBERT J PATTON 189 SAINT JOSEPH IL
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A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support

Team. Our community partners recognize that AMA onsite

events bring thousands of visitors during the flying season

who spend dollars in our community. Their generous

donations help AMA continue to host the many competition

events held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and support members of

the Flight Support Team.

Grand Grilling

9691 S. 300 E.

Muncie IN 47302

(765) 744-6825

www.grandgrilling.com

Cammack Station
Restaurant

9200 W. Jackson St.

Open 7 days a week

11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
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RC Scale: Wrap upRC Scale: Wrap up
The Little Plane that Could

Last night we had some special guests

at the NASA banquet. They included

Brenda Schuette, Ron and Jane Morgan,

as well as Toni and David Axon from

Australia. We understand they had a

really great time!

Sunday dawned once again with

almost perfect conditions for the last

day of flying and the awards ceremony.

Everyone arrived early at the flying site

in preparation for the day’s flights and

hopefully some other flying later.

Those who are in the top tier of the

competition will be ready to fly early to

put in their final flights of the

Championships.

Some modelers have better luck than

others and this year Dennis Crooks, past

Scale Nationals Champion, lost his

contest airplane about three days before

the contest. Dennis ended up borrowing

a Robart P-47 model from a very good

friend to compete in Fun Scale. Better

luck next time, Dennis.  

But John Boyko came to compete in

Sportsman Sport Scale with a beautiful

Pitts S1S. The model was built from the

Exclusive Modelbau all-wood kit. The

covering is from Stitts and painted with

PPG automotive paint. John uses a DA

150 engine on the 38-lb. model and this

allows pure vertical flight.

John finished first in Sportsman

Sport Scale. Second in Sportsman was

Mike Wartman in his first Nationals

with a Fokker IV, and finishing third

was Steve Eagle with his 1/3-scale

Nieuport 17. 

Event Directors Paul Cain and Dale

Arvin kept things moving along and by

noon everyone had finished the third

round. There was a break for lunch and

to let the judges stretch their legs. The

modelers were asked to bring their

models out to the center of the runway

so the spectators could take photos in an

unobstructed manner with a good back

ground.

Bob Patton flew his Scottish Aviation

Bulldog to a first-place finish in

Designer Scale, beating out Hal Parenti

by 7 points. Hal finished second with

his Ryan Fireball, and Dave Johnson

finished third with his trusty Albatros

DVa finished to 1/3-scale.

The largest class was Fun Scale

Advanced with more than 25 entries.

Zach Spychalla finished first flying his

Skyhawk jet fighter finished in an

Aggressor Squadron color scheme.

Peter Goldsmith fielding his British

BAE Hawk finished a very close second

by .75 point. Chris Hass flying an

electric-powered Sea Fury finished third

this year by only 1.25 points.

Corrections: On the NatsNews

yesterday, the front cover photo of the

inside of the Super Cub the builder on

this as well as the Cessna 152 on the

inside is Larry Folk. Sorry about that

Larry!

After the break, the fourth round

started; it’s going to be interesting to see

if The Little Plane that Could can hold

onto first place in Expert. Dave Pinegar

and his Piper Arrow fly a simple flight

routine including the five mandatory

maneuvers and a slow, dirty fly-by,

Chandelle, Descending Circle, flaps and

retracts and that pretty much is the

flight! Simple!

Using good throttle management and

keeping a steady hand on the controls

are also essential. Not only did Dave

Pinegar take first place in Expert with

this civil aviation staple but he also took

the Scale Nationals Grand Champion,

having the four highest flight scores as

well as static. Congratulations to Dave

and crew!

— Allen Brickhaus

BAE Hawk from the
front view by Peter
Goldsmith; JR radio
system. Allen
Brickhaus photo.
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Dave Pinegar accepts the
National Scale Champion
Trophy from Paul Cain.
Brickhaus photo.

Frank Alverez works on his Saab Draken
before the third round on Sunday, finished

sixth in Expert. Brickhaus photo.

Scott Miller and his wife prepare his
Dave Platt Me-109G for their last
flight of the day. Brickhaus photo.

Brickhaus photo.

Ron Hemphill’s Cessna 152 Aerobat
from a RC Guys ARF in Fun Scale.

Brickhaus photo.

Cockpit detail of the Me-109
by Scott Miller. 
Brickhaus photo.



Dave Pinegar’s Piper Arrow on final about
to touch down, winning Expert class.
Brickhaus photo.

Line-up at noon
on Sunday for all
the contestants
and models.
Brickhaus photo.

Mike Wartman’s Fokker E-IV
between missions finished

second in Sportsman.
Brickhaus photo.


